We prove the following statements about the bounded linear operators on a separable, complex Hubert space: ( 1 ) If A and B* are subnormal operators, and X is an invertible operator such that AX -XB G C2, then there exists a unitary operator U such that AU -UB G C2. Moreover, A*A -AA* and B*B -BB* are in C|. 
Let H denote a separable, complex Hubert space, and let B(H) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators acting on H. Let K(H), Cp (0 < p < oo) denote, respectively, the ideals of compact operators and the Schatten />class with II • II (1 =£ p < oo ) denoting the associated /»-norm. Hence, C2 is the Hilbert-Schmidt class and C, is the trace class. The Fuglede-Putnam theorem states that if N and M are normal operators in B(H) and NX = XM for some X E B(H), then N*X = XM*.
This theorem has been generalized [13, 7] as follows.
Theorem A. Let A, B, and X be operators on H, where A and B* are subnormal.
Then AX = XB implies A*X = XB*.
In a series of papers [12] [13] [14] , G. Weiss considered the Fuglede-Putnam theorem modulo certain operator ideals, and his work culminates in the following remarkable result.
Theorem B. // N, M are normal operators and X is a bounded operator, then II NX -XM || 2 = || N*X -XM*\\ 2. In particular, NX -XM E C2 implies N*X-XM* G C2.
The purpose of this note is to generalize Weiss' theorem to nonnormal cases. The following generalization of Theorem A was independently obtained by T. Furuta [4] after the submission of -an early version of this paper. Hence, \\A*X-XB*\\2^ WAX-XB\\2. Proof. By the proof of Theorem 1, we see that A*X -XB*, XS* and R*X are in C2. Since N and M are normal operators and X is invertible, we get AA* -A*A = RR* E C, and BB* Bui AX-XB E C2andA*X XB* E C, B*B = S*S E C, imply that X*XB -BX*X E C2. Let X = UP be the polar decomposition of X. Thus P2B -BP2 E C2. Since P > 0 and invertible, it follows (see [12] ) that PB -BP G C2. Therefore, A UP -UPB E C2 implies that A UP -UBP G C2. But the invertibility of P implies that AU -UB G C2, as required.
The following corollary can be proved by an argument similar to the one above. 
XB E C2, then A -B E C2 and
Kulkami [7] and Stampfli [11] each gave an example of operators A, B, and X on a Hubert space such that A and B are subnormal with AX -XB, but A*X ¥= XB*.
We now give an example of subnormal operators A and B such that AX -XB E C2,ouiA*X-XB* G C2. Since N is normal, it follows that A*A -AA* = RR* E C,. Therefore R G C2 and so NY -YN G C2. Hence, by Theorem B, N*Y -YN* G C2, from which it follows that/I**-XA* E C2. , it follows by the remark following Example 2 that tt(V)*tt(X) -tt(X)tt(X)*. Using the same argument that was used in Lemma 2, we show that tt(A) is unitary. Since A* is hyponormal (has a nonnegative Fredholm index), the result now follows by using Theorem 3.1 of [1] . Utilizing Theorem 5 we can also generalize and give, to some extent, a different proof of Theorem 3.9.1 in [9] as follows. Therefore, QA = AQ and so A(AB -BA) = (AB -BA)A = 0. Hence, o(AB -BA) = 0 [9] . Since AB -BA is normal (skew hermitian), it follows that AB -BA = 0 and, hence, £ is normal.
